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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Product Revision Form 

If you need assistance or have questions, call Gamber-Johnson at 1-800-456-6868

Printing Spec:  PS-00125" UNIVERSAL CONSOLE BOX

7160-0770

The 25" Universal Console Box can be installed on Gamber-Johnson MCS-Top Plates 
and on top plates made by other mount manufacturers, or may be bolted directly 
to the floor or transmission hump of your vehicle. When bolting to the floor, check 
under the vehicle to be sure you will not damage the transmission housing or other 
under-floor parts. Bolts for attching the console to the floor are not furnished with 
the mount.

TOOLS NEEDED:

Phillips Screw Driver1.
7/16 Socket/Wrench, qty (2)2.
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You must read and follow all of these installation instructions.  Failure to follow all of 
these installation instructions may result in serious bodily injury or death.

Keep these installation instructions with the product and readily available in the vehicle 
for future reference of other users of the product.

Additional copies of the installation instructions can be obtained from Gamber Johnson.

If you need assistance or have any questions, call Gamber-Johnson at 1-800-456-6868.

Do not remove warning label from product under any circumstances.

Before installation of any equipment always check area for routing of wires / cables and if 
drilling is required check area where drilling above and below the drilling area.

High speed vehicle turns may cause a motion attachment product to swivel, interfering 
with the driver or other equipment.

The Vehicle Base, Upper Pole, Motion Attachment and Dock or Cradle should not be 
positioned in the area where the airbag will be deployed if it is activated. DO NOT position 
the equipment in front of an airbag.  Equipment positioned in front of an airbag can cause 
serious injury or death if and airbag was activated, such as in an accident.

The installer and user of this product(s) are responsible for installing and using Upper 
Pole, Motion Attachment and Dock or Cradle assemblies outside the airbag deployment 
zone. (See Product Mounting Disclaimer Below)

If installation of the equipment requires that the equipment be placed in front of an airbag, 
deactivate the airbag in the vehicle so it cannot be activated in and accident. In order to 
secure permission for deactivating the airbag in these circumstances, contact the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration at 1-800-424-9393 to gain permission to do so.  If 
you have any questions or need assistance, call Gamber Johnson at 1-800-456-6868.

WARNING
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Attach Faceplates and Accesories using the hardware provided with them.5.

Note: The angle can be adjusted after the entire console, with faceplates, is installed.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

Place the Console Box (without faceplates) in the desired location. Check for 1.
clearence and postion constraints.
Mount the Console Box to the Top Plate using the provided hardware. The 2.
carriage bolts mount up from the bottom of the Top Plate and into the slots on 
the Console Base, with the nuts tightened from the inside of the box. 
Secure the Top Plate to the vehicle leg kit using the hardware provided with it.3.
Adjust the Console Box for the desired profile. Repeat as nessesary.4.

For Support: Loosen the (4) bolts on the outside of the Console Box and A.
slide the Adjustable Brace to a free location. Do not tighten until the very 
end.
For Height: Loosen the (6) nuts on the inside of the Console Box and slide B.
the Box up or down. Tighten the nuts.
For Angle: Loosen the (2) bolts on the outside of the Console Box and tilt C.
the rear end of the box up or down. Tighten the bolts.
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ACCESSORIES:

The Front Plate of the Console Box  has hole patterns to mount accessories such as 
13791, 13792, 7160-0110 and 7160-0313; Hardware is not provided. 

The following are the accessories that work with this Console Box and could be 
ordered seperately:

ALL FACEPLATES AND POCKETS
7110-0998 - SHORT PASSENGER SIDE ARMREST
7110-0999 - SHORT DRIVER SIDE ARMREST
7110-1012 - PASSENGER SIDE ARMREST
7110-1013 - DRIVER SIDE ARMREST
7120-0723 - SILVER MIC CLIP ONLY
7160-0063 - CIGARETTE LIGHTER ADAPTER KIT
7160-0100 - LED LIGHT ASSEMBLY
7160-0429 - EXTERIOR ARMREST
7160-0430 - EXTERIOR BROTHER PRINTER ARMREST
7160-0464 - SIDE STORAGE POCKET
7160-0524 - EXTERIOR BREAK AWAY ARMREST
7160-0525 - EXTERIOR BREAK AWAY ARMREST WITH 9" LOWER TUBE
7160-0830 - ADJUSTABLE MIC CLIP
MCS-CUP - EXTERNAL ADJUSTABLE CUP HOLDER (SINGLE)
MCS-CUP2 - EXTERNAL ADJUSTABLE CUP HOLDER (DOUBLE)
MCS-CUPHOLD2 - EXTERNAL  HEAVY-DUTY CUP HOLDER
MCS-INTCUP - INTERNAL CUP HOLDER
MCS-ARMREST - REGULAR ARMREST WITH 9" LOWER TUBE
MCS-EPICMIC - RAIL MOUNTED MICROPHONE CLIP
MCS-COMBRKT - COMPUTER MOUNTING BRACKET (DRILL)
DS-138 - VERTICAL SURFACE MOUNT

NOTE:

If the DS-138 accessory is not needed, discard 7120-0716 that comes with the box
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